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Depth Of The Shadow
 
From the depths of the shadows
This is foreshadowing
He as been awaken with angry
He is hungry
 
All should run, and hind from him
His eyes brimmed in tears
For he will stop from nothing
A great evil is coming
 
Until he get what he want
The angry will haunt
He will not gave her up
All will be pour into the death cup
 
Because his love for her is powerful
Everyone will be dreadful
That he will destroy any that get in the way
All life will be taking away
 
Leave the great full girl alone
Will he take one of your own
Maybe the angry will fall asleep
Let her go, and let the angry sleep
 
The, you shall live another day
Leave the girl, and turn away
Now, the angry is hallow
Back to the depths of the shadow
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Forest
 
From the cold wet stream
To the warm dry ground
The wind blew freely
The air is breath taking
 
The land is so beauiful
For the creature live in it
The land is so quiet
For there is no sound
 
As I listen to the forest
Thinking as I fall into a deep sleep
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I Heard A Noise
 
I heard a noise
In a small dark room
But, no one in it
What am I doing here
I thought I had a purpose
But, all I have was angry
Angry at my self, and everone else
Why am I doing this
Why do I kill
What if they are controling me
What if they are telling me
What do they want
Leave me alone
I don't what to kill
I need to be heard
Someone please help me
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I Love You
 
You remind me, who I am, when I’m sad
I can’t live without your beautiful face
When you are gone, I think I’m going mad
With you the world is in its place
 
Your beautiful eyes sprinkle under the stars
When you smile, it makes me go crazy
Other people like you to on Mars
When I look at you I feel lazy
 
But, when I love you, you with someone else
I love you, and no one cannot stop me
Now, when I think of you I feel melting
You are the most attractively girl ever I ever know
 
Your beauty makes me feel like smiling
Your beauty makes the whole world beaming
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Stars
 
When I look up
at the sky all I can
thank about is you
buitful face because
seeing the stars are the
only thing that makes
me happy like you
can Do
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